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Rack 10x10 height 37
Polypropylene rack.
Dimensions with lid: 133 x 133 x 37 mm.
Available in fluorescent colours with transparent lid to help identification.
Resists –196 ºC and autoclavable up to 121 ºC. 
Sections will hold 100 microtubes up to 10 mm diameter and 34 mm height.

Rack 4x4 height 45
Polypropylene rack.
Dimensions with lid: 67 x 67 x 45 mm.
Available in fluorescent colors with transparent lid. It can be freezed up to –196 
ºC, and autoclaved up to 121 ºC.
16 sections (15x15 mm)
It may be used with taller tubes as the lid lies on their caps (up to 60 mm high).

Freezing cardboard storage box, pre-assembled 
compartments
Designed for storage and preservation of frozen samples.
Made of white treated cardboard and covered by special white paper hand-stuck 
and hand-assembled for a better quality. Pre-assembled compartments.
Resist temperatures up to –100 ºC. Ideal for microtubes and cryovials.
There are alphanumeric identifications printed on each box.
Suitable for the racks of freezer chests.
The models M-600 and M-610 are silk screen printed on the base and lid.
The other models have no printings. 

code external 
dimensions mm

grid
num.

Ø holes
mm

case
quantity

case
weight

case
volume

M-600 150 x 150 x 55 10 x 10 12 10 1.78 0.023

M-610 150 x 150 x 100 10 x 10 12 10 2.33 0.043

M-607 134 x 134 x 47 10 x 10 10 10 1.23 0.013

M-606 134 x 134 x 57 10 x 10 10 10 1.95 0.013

M-603 134 x 134 x 75 9 x 9 12 10 1.70 0.021

M-604 134 x 134 x 79 9 x 9 12 10 1.75 0.014

code colour quantity weight volume

U-0537A 1 0.15 0.0012

U-0537N 1 0.15 0.0012

Suitable with tubes: 4092.1N, 4092.1NS, 900117.

code colour bag
quantity

bag
weight

bag
volume

U-4445N 5 0.17 0.0013

U-4445A 5 0.17 0.0013

Suitable with tubes: screw cap microtubes (range 409110.1 for example), 
cryovials (as code 409001), snap cap microtubes  type Eppendorf® (see codes 
200400 or 4092.2N), and short tubes (codes 300500, 400500, 401100).
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